On this page you can find short courses for postgraduate research students.

**Learning Centre Courses**

**Advanced Academic Writing for HDR ESL students**

A 10-week course focusing on the fundamentals of academic writing.

**Thesis Writing for Art & Design**

Understanding, support and clarity regarding A&D Thesis writing

**‘Talking about your Research’**

An advanced course in oral communication

**Faculty-based Courses on Thesis Writing and Research Management**

**Engineering**

**Credit bearing courses supported by The Learning Centre**

All PHD and Masters by Research UNSW Engineering students in their second semester will automatically be enrolled in *GSOE9400: Engineering Postgraduate Research Essentials*. This course is managed and coordinated by the [Graduate School of Engineering](https://student.unsw.edu.au/short-courses-postgraduate-students).

Masters by coursework UNSW Engineering students can choose to enrol in *GSOE960: Academic Discourse in Engineering*. Contact [Dr Iain Skinner](mailto:i.skinner@unsw.edu.au) for more information and to enrol in this course.